
PMI Index Calculations
PMI Index is updated 23:00 CET each night, and reflect the status at that moment.

The total maximum points varies depending on the size of the operation, but PMI Index is recalculated so that 10 is always the maximum.

Updated
Is PMI currently updated?

Number 1 2 3 4 5

Question Is the Rooms rolling forecast for the current month 

updated?

Is the Rooms rolling forecast for the next month 

updated?

Are the rolling forecasts for all other departments 

(except rooms) updated for the current month?

Are the rolling forecasts for all other departments 

(except rooms) updated for the next month?

Are the Labor cockpits updated with hours used?

Check Is there a monthly rooms revenue forecast? If not , the 

question is ignored and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

consideration is made for pure restaurant businesses 

without rooms).

Is there a monthly rooms revenue forecast? If not , the 

question is ignored and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

consideration is made for pure restaurant businesses 

without rooms).

Per department: Is there a monthly revenue forecast? If 

not, that department is excluded from the question and 

does not affect PMI Index (i.e. consideration is made for 

departments not used in PMI, or closed for the season).

Per department: Is there a monthly revenue forecast? If 

not, that department is excluded from the question and 

does not affect PMI Index (i.e. consideration is made for 

departments not used in PMI, or closed for the season).

Per department: Is there a monthly hours forecast? If 

not, that department is excluded from the question and 

does not affect PMI Index (i.e. consideration is made for 

departments not used in PMI, or closed for the season).

Points Saved the last 24 hours = 4p. Saved the last 7 days = 2p. Saved the last 7 days = 4p. Saved the last 14 days = 2p. Each department: Saved the last 5 days = 0.4p. Saved  

the last 10 days = 0.2p.

Each department: Saved the last 7 days = 0.4p. Saved 

the last 14 days = 0.2p.

Each cockpit: Saved the last 24 hours = 0.4p. Saved the 

last 7 days = 0.2p.

Note Checks today +30 days Max points varies per property. Max points varies per property. Checks  today +30 days. Max points varies per property. Checks if yesterday's 

hours are saved.

Number 6 7 8

Question Is there a closing stock entered in the food cost cockpit? Are there actual hourly rates in the labor cockpits? Are all accounts mapped to a department in PMI?

Check Is a Main Kitchen Food Cost defined? If not, the question 

is ignored and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

consideration is made for properties without food cost 

cockpit).

Per department: Is there a monthly hours forecast? If 

not, that department is excluded from the question and 

does not affect PMI Index (i.e. consideration is made for 

departments not used in PMI, or closed for the season).

Points If entered = 3p 0.2p per cockpit. All accounts mapped = 3p

Note Checks if there is a closing stock for the month that was 

yesterday.

Max points varies per property.

Budget & Forecast
Various controls if budget and forecast numbers have been entered.

Number 1 2 3 4 5

Question Is there budgeted revenue for each department? Are there budgeted hours for each cockpit? Is there a monthly revenue forecast for each 

department during the next 12 months?

Are there forecasted hours for each department during 

the next 12 months?

Is there a budgeted hourly rate for each cockpit?

Check Per department: Is there a revenue budget for at least 3 

months of the current year? I.e. consideration is made 

for seasonal departments and properties with broken 

fiscal year.

Per department: Is there hours budgeted for at least 3 

months of the current year? I.e. consideration is made 

for seasonal departments and properties with broken 

fiscal year.

Per department: Is there a revenue forecast for at least 

3 months of the next 12 months? I.e. consideration is 

made for seasonal departments.

Per department: Is there forecasted hours for at least 3 

months of the next 12 months? I.e. consideration is 

made for seasonal departments.

Per department: Are any hours budgeted for the current 

month? If not, that department is excluded from the 

question and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

consideration is made for seasonal departments).

Points 0.4p per department. 0.4p per department. 0.4p per department. 0.4p per department. 0.2p per department.

Note Max points varies per property. Max points varies per property. Max points varies per property. Checks current month + 

next 11 months.

Max points varies per property. Checks current month + 

next 11 months.

Max points varies per property.

Number 6

Question Is there a forecasted hourly rate for each cockpit?

Check Per department: Are any hours forecasted for the 

current month? If not, that department is excluded from 

the question and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

consideration is made for seasonal departments).

Points 0.2p per department.

Note Max points varies per property.



Frequency
Checks how often PMI is updated.

Number 1 2 3

Question How often are rooms rolling forecast updated? How often are all other rolling forecasts (except rooms) 

updated?

How often are the labor cockpits updated?

Check Are rooms defined as department? If not , the question 

is ignored and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

considering pure restaurant businesses without rooms).  

If rooms are defined, how many days during the last 5 

weeks has the rolling forecast been saved?

Per department:  Is there a monthly revenue forecast? If 

not, that department is excluded from the question and 

does not affect PMI Index (i.e. considering departments 

not used in PMI, or closed for the season). If there is a 

revenue forecast, how many days during the last 5 

weeks has the rolling forecast been saved?

Per department:  Is there a monthly hours forecast? If 

not, that department is excluded from the question and 

does not affect PMI Index (i.e. considering departments 

not used in PMI, or closed for the season). If there is a 

hours forecast, how many days during the last 5 weeks 

has the labor cockpit been saved?

Points Number of saves / 5 (max 5 points) Per department: Number of saves / 25. Max points per 

department = 0.5.

Per department: Number of saves / 50. Max points per 

department = 0.5.

Note Controls the last 5 weeks, i.e. 25 working days. Updating 

daily on working days gives max points, but extra points 

are not awarded for more frequent updating. Only one 

save per day is recorded.

Controls the last 5 weeks, i.e. 25 working days. Updating 

every second working day gives max points, but extra 

points are not awarded for more frequent updating. 

Only one save per day is recorded.

Controls the last 5 weeks, i.e. 25 working days. Updating 

every working day gives max points, but extra points are 

not awarded for more frequent updating. Only one save 

per day is recorded.

Credibility
Are numbers reasonable or have incorrect numbers been entered? Can improper use  be suspected?

Number 1 2 3 4 5

Question Is the month end RevPOLU at a reasonable level? Is the food cost for the main kitchen credible? Is the budgeted and forecasted revenue credible? Is the rolling forecast credible? Are the schedules updated according to the set targets?

Check Is the month-end (rolling forecast) RevPOLU within 10 % 

of forecast?

Is a Main Kitchen Food Cost defined? If not, the question 

is ignored and does not affect PMI Index (i.e. 

considering properties without food cost cockpit). At 

least one purchase must have been recorded, otherwise 

0 p. Max  food cost allowed is 90 %, minimum 10 %, and 

a higher deviation than 25 % of the forecast is not 

allowed. 

Compares the total forecasted revenue for current 

month and the next 2 months with the budget for the 

same period. A deviation of 25 % is allowed.

Checks the month 7 days from now. The total rolling 

forecast for the month is compared with the total 

monthly forecast. A deviation of 10 % is allowed.

Checks the month 7 days from now. Per department: Is 

there a monthly hours forecast? If not, that department 

is excluded from the question and does not affect PMI 

Index (i.e. considering departments not used in PMI, or 

closed for the season). The month end (rolling forecast) 

productivity is compared with the forecasted 

productivity for the month. A deviation of 10 % is 

allowed.

Points Less than 10 % difference = 3p. Within the limits = 2p. Within 25 % deviation = 3p. Within 10 % deviation = 3p. If there are no hours actual or scheduled hours for the 

month, the department gets 0p. Within 10 % deviation = 

0,5p per department.

Note A higher deviation indicates incorrectly forecasted hours 

and/or revenue, improper use of schedules, or incorrect 

number of used hours.

Controls the month that was one week ago. Higher 

deviation than the allowed indicates incorrect entered 

purchases or closing stock, or that the forecasted food 

cost is not reliable.

A higher deviation indicates that either the budget 

figures or the forecasted figures are incorrect, or 

something is missing.

A higher deviation indicates that either the rolling 

forecast or the forecasted figures are incorrect, or 

something is missing. If all is entered, a higher deviation 

indicates poor forecasting accuracy or improper revenue 

drivers.

 A higher deviation indicates that the schedule is not 

updated according to the latest rolling forecast, or that 

the forecasted target for the month is incorrectly set. 

Maximum points varies per property.


